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Introduction
Have you ever considered a job as a drone pilot? Do you enjoy turning your house into a smart house? Have you thought about trying to protect the data and programs involved with both? Have you ever considered combining that with farming? It might sound funny at first, but farming is quickly becoming very high-tech. Farmers aren’t just planting crops or tending to their cows. Now they use drone-mounted thermal cameras to see how healthy crops are, GPS trackers to keep tabs on cows, and phone apps to drive tractors. All of this is being done to make farming more cost-effective and environmentally friendly.

Figure 1. A cow with a GPS and health sensor on its collar. "20110429acp115sp008p" by ukariculture is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.

A Brief History of Precision Agriculture
Precision agriculture gets its name from farmers trying to be “precise” with the amount of fertilizer, pesticides, and water used. While it might seem like a new idea, precision agriculture can trace its roots back to the 1980s. In its most basic form, precision agriculture means changing the amount of fertilizer, pesticide, water, etc. put on a field based on the needs of the particular plant or piece of land. This can be done by hand by changing the equipment. Quickly, though, this started to become more automated. In fact, the first remote-controlled agricultural drone was used in the 1980s to spray rice paddies.

Figure 2. Drone pilots testing their agricultural drone. "Drone test flight" by millstastic is licensed under CC BY 2.0.

Modern Precision Agriculture
Since the 1980s, precision agriculture has become more technological. Companies like John Deere and New Holland among others have tried to automate as much farm work as possible. While this helps farmers make precise adjustments to their equipment, it also makes the equipment more computer-driven. Today, with internet connectivity and the Internet of Things (IoT), all of these processes are becoming interconnected. Farmers do not even need to be on the tractor anymore. They can set a tractor’s path on the computer, and with a combination of sensors in the field and GPS, the tractor knows where to go and what to do. Oftentimes, a farmer can make management decisions from their phone. From moving digital
fences that corral their cows to turning on their irrigation system, farmers have a wide range of technological farming equipment at their disposal.

Figure 3. An autonomous tractor produced by John Deere. "Our Future" by adamthelibrarian is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0.

Figure 4. A center pivot irrigation system. "Center Pivot Irrigation System" by eutrophication&hypoxia is licensed under CC BY 2.0.

**Connection to Cyberbiosecurity**

With all of this technology, however, there are some risks. When you are online, you need to be careful about the sites you visit and who you talk to. If not, you open yourself up to phishing scams, ransomware, and other risks. Farmers have the same issue now. There are many aspects that farmers today have to be careful with, including the data they create, their internet connectivity, and computer updates for tractors. This overlap between security, agriculture, and technology is referred to as cyberbiosecurity. Cyberbiosecurity is quickly becoming a large part of agriculture. For example, while drones are helpful, they can produce images like the one below that often need to be analyzed by a specialist. Being able to understand what sites and services are trustworthy will become increasingly important for farmers in the future.

Figure 5. A NDVI "Normalized Difference Vegetative Index" image taken by a drone to show crops that are stressed versus ones that are healthy. "Agricultural art" by Antarsi is licensed under CC BY 4.0.
Conclusion
Agriculture has become much more technologically advanced in recent years. Farming relies on **Big Data**, the Internet of Things, and **data literacy** to operate large-scale farms today. The average age of a farmer in Virginia is 58. While farmers are learning the basics of digital farming, they did not grow up with the internet like the younger generations. This means that something that comes naturally to those in middle school now, like flying drones, setting up smart devices, and being safe on the internet, may not be as easy for some farmers. So, careers in agricultural data analytics, remote sensing, and tractor technicians need professionals skilled in computer science and agricultural science to help our farmers keep their farms safe and food on our tables.

Glossary

**Big Data**: Data sets that are increasingly large and complex, in which we can find helpful trends that would otherwise not be apparent.

**Data Literacy**: The ability to read, work with, analyze, and communicate measures or records in context.

**Internet of Things**: The connectivity between different computers, sensors, products, and processes via the internet.

**Phishing Scam**: A type of online scam that targets consumers by sending them an e-mail that appears to be from a well-known source—an internet service provider, a bank, or a mortgage company.

**Ransomware**: a type of malicious software designed to block access to a computer system until a sum of money is paid.
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